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Every computer in the whole world is almost connected to the internet even once in its life cycle.
The internet is a network simply that connects all online computers all over the world and when a
certain computer is connected to the internet, it becomes a part of that network and it becomes
exposed to all good things like valuable information, entertainment, news, and also exposed to lots
of hackers who would love to log into your computer, steal your personal information and use it for
god knows what.

Here come the important of computer network security, there are different things that you can do in
order to protect your computer from all the threats and viruses out there in the web. Most of these
actions are very simple to use and wonâ€™t cost you much or they can even be free.

-	Firewall

It is a computer network security system designed and can be implemented for hardware and
software to prevent unauthorized users from accessing private computers. It is like a basic guard
against any intrusion to your computer.

-	Antivirus software protection

That is software provided by many famous companies like Norton and AVG to provide laptop and pc
virus protection against all available internet viruses. Most reputable antivirus companies provide
various antivirus software protection options to suit all customer need. For example, if youâ€™re not
usually connected to the internet, you might need the free basic antivirus, while online business
owners who have private information on their computers will need more powerful antivirus software
protection.

You can find lots of antivirus programs online and you can download the free trial and buy it if you
liked the program of course. You will also need to update your existing antivirus software protection
once in a while to make sure that your computer is updated with all needed guards to keep threats
away.

-	Computer security services

This is very important for all businesses that have their own websites with lots of confidential data of
their customers and even their own information. Hiring experienced company in computer security
services will protect you from common malwares existing on internet.

Computer security services offer their clients the most advanced technologies that have been
introduced in IT world to prevent hackers from accessing your private business network.

Firewall, antivirus software protection, and computer security services are three easy ways to keep
yourself and business guarded against all threats available online.
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A HREF http://www.spamfiltersydney.com.au/>Email hosting service/A> ITGenie specialises in
hosted Spam for business of all sizes. We have particular expertise in implementation of network
solutions and frequently find clients servers experiencing overloading of spam emails. For More
Information Please Visit: A HREF http://www.spamfiltersydney.com.au/>Hosted Exchange
solution/A>
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